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ABSTRACT 
Communication network signal interference can be modelled using distance labelling 
where the labels assigned to each vertex depend on the distance between vertices and the 
strength of the network signal. This paper assumes three levels of signal interference 
within a graph, G . In the graph, if the distance between any two vertices, xv  ,and yv  is 

1  i.e., 1)=),(( yx vvD  then the difference of their labels must be at least d   i.e., 

)|)()((| dvfvf yx ≥− . Similarly,if 2=),( yx vvD , then 2)|)()(| ≥− yx vfvf  and if 

3=),( yx vvD , then 1|)()(| ≥− yx vfvf . The ,2,1)(dL -labelling number )(Gkd  of 

G  is the smallest positive integer dk  such that G  has an ,2,1)(dL -labelling with dk  

as the maximum label. This paper presents a general dk -value for paths, bipartite graphs, 

complete graphs, cycles as well as Cactus Graphs that is d-dependent for any 3≥d .  

Keywords: distance labelling, distance labelling, network labelling 

1. Introduction 
Let ),(= EVG  be a finite, connected, undirected, simple graph of n  vertices and m  

edges, where V  is the set of vertices and E  is the set of edges.A  cactus graph is a 
connected graph in which every block is either an edge or a cycle. 

A vertex v  is called a  cut-vertex if removal of v  and all edges incident to v  
disconnect the graph. A  non-separable graph is a connected graph which has no 
cut-vertex and a  block means a maximum non-separable sub-graph. A block is a  cyclic 
block or simply  cycle in which every vertex is of degree two. 

The channel assignment problem is an engineering problem in which the task is to 
assign a channel (non negative integer) to each FM radio station in a set of given stations 
such that there is no interference between stations and the span of the assigned channels is 
minimized. The level of interference between any two FM radio stations correlates with the 
geographic locations of the stations. Closer stations have a stronger interference, and thus 
there must be a greater difference between their assigned channels. In 1980, Hale 
introduced a graph theory model of the channel assignment problem where the problem 
was represented using the idea of vertex coloring.[19]. Vertices on the graph correspond to 
the radio stations and the edges show the proximity of the stations. In 1991, Roberts 
proposed a variation of the channel assignment problem in which the FM radio stations 
were considered either "close" or "very close." "Close" stations were vertices of distance 
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two apart on the graph and were assigned channels that differed by two; stations that were 
considered "very close" were adjacent vertices on the graph and were assigned distinct 
channels [29]. More precisely, Griggs and Yeh [18] defined the (2,1)L -labelling of a 
graph as a function f which assigns to every vertex a label from the set of positive integers 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 2|)()(| ≥− yx vfvf  if the distance 

between yx vv , , 1=),,( yx vvD  and 1|)()(| ≥≥ yx vfvf  if 2=),( yx vvD . (2,1)L

-labelling has been studied in recent years. 
In 2001, Chartrand et al. introduced the radio-labelling of graphs; this was 

motivated by the regulations for the channel assignments in the channel assignment 
problem [4]. Radio-labelling takes into consideration the diameter of the graph, and as a 
result, every vertex is related. 

In 2013, Paul et al. investigated the problem of (0,1)L -labeling on interval 

graph [24]. In [27] Paul et al. shows that wG +∆≤)(2,1λ  for interval graph and they 

shows that wG 3)(2,1 +∆≤λ  for circular-arc graph, where w  represents the size of the 

maximum clique [25]. Also, Paul et al. have shown that 8}2,5{4)(2,1 −∆−∆≤ maxGλ  

and 1)(0,1 −∆≤Gλ  for permutation graph [26, 28]. Later, In [30], Amanathulla and Pal 

have showed that ∆≤)(0,1 Gλ  and ∆≤ 2)(1,1 Gλ  for circular-arc graphs and they also 

shown that 69)(3,2,1 −∆≤Gλ  and 1216)(4,3,2,1 −∆≤Gλ  for circular-arc graphs [31]. In 

2017, Amanathulla and Pal shown that the upper bounds of (3,2,1)L -labeling is 

811 −∆  if 5≤∆  and it is 1813 −∆  if 5>∆  for permutation graphs [33], and they 
also proved that 36)(3,2,1 −∆≤Gλ  and 610)(4,3,2,1 −∆≤Gλ  for interval graphs [34]. 

By extending the idea of (3,2,1)L - abd (4,3,2,1)L -labeling of interval graph and 

circular-arc graph they studied ),,,( 21 mhhhL … -labeling for interval graphs [32] and for 

circular arc graphs [35] and obtained a tighter upper bound of ),,,( 21 mhhhL … -labeling 

for both interval graph and circular-arc graph. Recently, they have studied about surjective 
(2,1)L -labeling of cycles and circular-arc graphs and have showed a good results for it 

[36]. In 2018, Amanathulla et al. also have investigated (3,1,1)L -labeling numbers of 
square of paths, complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs [37] and obtained exact 
result for each. 

Practically, interference among channels may go beyond two levels. (3,2,1)L
-labelling naturally extends from (2,1)L -labelling by taking into consideration vertices 
which are within a distance of three apart, but it remains less difficult than radio-labelling. 
In this paper the ,2,1)(dL -labelling number for paths, cycles, complete graphs, complete 
bipartite graphs and for Cactus Graphs is determined. The results of Clipperton et al [5] are 
used as a basis for the unknown value d . 

 
2. Preliminaries and definitions  
The definitions and some notations used in this section are adopted from those used by 
Clipperton, Gehrtz, Torkornoo, and Szanizslo [5]. 
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Definition 1. Let ),(= EVG  be a graph and f  be a mapping NVf →: . The 

distance between two such vertices is represented by ),( yx vvD  and the mapping of f  is 

an ,2,1)(dL -labelling of G  if for all vertices Vvv yx ∈, ,  

                dvfvf yx ≥− |)()(| , if   1=),( yx vvD ; 

                        2≥ ,if 2=),( yx vvD ); 

                        1≥ ,if 3=),( yx vvD ). 

Definition 2. The ,2,1)(dL -number, )(Gkd , of a graph G  is the smallest natural 

number dk  such that G  has an ,2,1)(dL -labelling with dk  as the maximum label. An 

,2,1)(dL -labelling of a graph G  is called a minimal ,2,1)(dL -labelling of G  if, 

under the labelling, the highest label of any vertex is Gkd ( ). 

If 1 is not used as a vertex label in an ,2,1)(dL -labelling of a graph, then every 

vertex label can be decreased by one to obtain another ,2,1)(dL -labelling of the graph. 

Therefore in a minimal ,2,1)(dL -labelling, 1 will necessarily appear as a vertex label. 
 
Definition 3. A graph G , where ),(= EVG , is called a complete graph on n  vertices, 

denoted by nK , if for all vertices Vvv yx ∈, , Evv yx ∈),( . 

 
Definition 4. G  is called a complete bipartite graph, denoted by nmK , , if the following 

conditions are satisfied: 
1. The set of vertices,V , can be partitioned into two disjoint sets of vertices, A  

and B , such that mA |=| , nB |=| , and nmV +|=| . 

2. For all Aaa ji ∈, , ),( ji aa  not belongs to E  and for all Bbb ji ∈, , 

Ebb ji ∉),(  

3. For all Aai ∈  and Bb j ∈ , Eba ji ∈),( . 

A star, denoted by nS , is the complete bipartite graph 11, −nK . A star can also be 

denoted by ∆1,K , where ∆  represents the degree of the graph. 

 
Definition 5. A graph G , where ),(= EVG , is called a path, denoted by nP , if 

},,,{= 21 nvvvV …  such that only Evv ii ∈+ ),( 1  where 11 −≤≤ ni . A graph G  is 

called a cycle, denoted by nC , if },,,{= 21 nvvvV …  such that only Evv ii ∈+ ),( 1  where 

1<1 −≤ ni  and Evv n ∈),( 1 . 

 
Definition 6. A Cactus Graph G  is a graph in which every blocks are either edge or a 
cycle  i.e, every edge contained only in one cycle. 
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Shao [39] studied the (3,2,1)L -labelling of Kneser graphs, extremely irregular 

graphs, Halin graphs, and gave bounds for the (3,2,1L )-labelling numbers of these 

classes of graphs. Liu and Shao [38] studied the (3,2,1)L -labelling of planar graphs, and 

showed that 1)15()( 2
3,2,1 +∆−∆≤Gλ  if G  is a planar graph of maximum degree ∆ . 

Clipperton et al. [5] determined the (3,2,1)L -labelling numbers for paths, cycles, 
caterpillars, n-ary trees, complete graphs and complete bipartite graphs, and showed that 

)3()( 23
3,2,1 ∆+∆+∆≤Gλ  for any graph G  with maximum degree ∆ . Here we give the 

upper bound for the paths, cycles, trees and same for Cactus Graphs. 
 

Theorem 1.  [5] If G is a graph with maximum degree ∆ , )3()( 23
3 ∆+∆+∆≤Gk   

 
Corollary 1.  [5] For ,2,1)(dL - Labelling 

∆−+∆+∆−∆∆+−∆∆+∆−≤ 3)(2=1)(1)(31)(2)( 232 ddGkd .  

 
3. Complete and complete bipartite graphs 
In this section we will find the minimal ,2,1)(dL -number, )(Knkd  or )( ,bad Kk  for 

complete and complete bipartite graphs.  
 
Theorem 2. For complete graphs, 11)(=)( +−ndKk nd  where n  is the number of 

vertices in the graph.  
Proof: Let nK  be a complete graph with n  vertices. One vertex in nK  must be labelled 

with 1. As all other vertices are adjacent to each other, no two vertex labels may have a 
difference less than d . Thus, 11)(=)( +−ndKnkd . □  

 
Theorem 3.  Let baK ,  be a complete bipartite graph with partitions A  and B , where 

aA |=|  and bB |=| . Then, 3)2(=)( , −++ badKk bad .  

Proof: Every vertex in A  is distance two from every other vertex in A  and every vertex 
in B  is distance two from every other vertex in B . Thus, the label on every vertex in 
partition A  must differ by at least two from the label on every other vertex in partition A
. Similarly, the vertex labels in partition B  must also differ by at least two. Additionally, 
the difference between the maximum value of A  and the minimum value of B  must 
differ by at least d . Since the label 1 must be used,  

3)2(=11)2(1)2(=)( , −+++−+−+ badbadKk bad . □  

 
Corollary 2. For a star, ∆1,K , 12=)( 1, −∆+∆ dKkd .  

Proof: Since a star is a complete bipartite graph with 1=a  and ∆=b , it follows that the 
maximum 12=)( 1, −∆+∆ dKkd . □  
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4. Paths 
In this section, we will find repeatable labelling patterns for paths of length n  that 
minimize )( nd Pk . We will first look at cases of )(3 nPk  before generalizing to )( nd Pk . 

If 6≥d , we will find that the length of repeatable patterns will be 4 vertices. Lemma 1 
and Theorem 3 have been adapted from the work presented by Clipperton et al [5]. 

 
Lemma 1. For a path on n vertices, nP , with 8≥n , 8)(3 ≥nPk .  
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Theorem 4. For any path, nP , when 4≥d   
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Thus from the above Lemmas and Theorems we conclude that  

Theorem 5. If G  is a path with maximum degree 2)(=∆  2)( +∆≤ dGkd , for any d .  

Lemma 2. For a tree G with maximum degree ∆ , 523)( −∆+≤ dGkd , for any 3≥d .  

Proof: First we rearrange the tree in such a way that the root possesses the maximum 
degree ∆ . Label the root by 1. Then the vertices adjacent to the are labelled by he numbers 
from the set 1}2,5,3,1,{ −∆++++ dddd … . The vertices adjacent to the vertices of 
level one are labelled with the numbers from the set  

3}2,22,1,2,2{3,5, −∆+++ ddd …… . 

Vertices of next level are labelled from the set 5}2,32,1,3,3{2,3,4, −∆+++ ddd ……  
For labelling of the rest vertices of the rest levels can be selected from the set  

2,1,21,22,3,2,1,,{1,2,3, ++−∆++++ dddddd ……       

5}2,32,1,33,32,23,2 −∆+++−∆++ ddddd …… . 

Thus for any tree with maximum degree ∆ , 523)( −∆+≤ dGkd , 3≥d . □  

5. Cycles 
In this Section we label the vertices of cycle Cn  in the following manner: The labelling 
pattern is 1}1,2{1, ++ dd for 3=n ,  1}3,3,{1, ++ dd  for 4=n   

1}2,3,3,2{1, +++ ddd  for n = 5, 7}5,5,3,3,{1, +++ ddd  for 6=n   
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4}4,4,2,2,22,2{1, ++++ dddd  for n = 7 

2}2,24,2,4,,2,{1,2 ++++ dddddd  for 8=n  

3}5,3,4,5,2,2,21,2{1, +++++ ddddd  for 9=n  

1}3,3,24,3,2,22,,2,{1,2 ++++++ dddddddd  for 10=n  

3},2,2,1,24,24,2,2,21,2{1, ++++++ dddddddd  for 11=n  

2}2,24,2,2,4,2,,2,{1,2 +++++ ddddddd  for 12=n   

and for cycle of any length can be labelled with maximum label 42 +d . Thus we 
conclude the following theorem.  

Theorem 6. If G is a cycle with maximum degree 2)(=∆  , 4)( +∆≤ dGkd , for any 

3≥d .  

 
Figure 1: 

6. Cactus graphs 
Cactus graphs are those in which every blocks are either edge or cycle. Therefore an 
individual path, cycle, tree or combination of all of these is considered as cactus graph. The 
maximum label for the combined graph with maximum degree 2)(>∆ ,we get 

∆≤ dGkd )( , for any d>3. We illustrate this by an example given in Figure 1. Here 5=∆
, and maximum label )(Gkd  obtained therefore d5  which is greater equal to 12+d , 

92 +d , 63 +d , 34 +d . 

Theorem 7. If G is cactus graph with maximum degree ∆ , 4)( +∆≤ dGkd , for any 

3≥d  .  
Proof: From the previous sections we have obtained the maximum label )(Gkd  for path, 

tree, cycles individually which is less or equal to 4+∆d . Also for combined graph it is 
∆d . Hence we conclude that if G is a cactus graph with maximum degree ∆ , 

4)( +∆≤ dGkd , for any 3≥d . □  
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